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“This relocation from the Hachioji Campus should bring the interchanges among these four faculties, including their academic 
interactions, even closer than before, giving each of them an even stronger, deeper educational foundation. Students from the 
Faculty of Social Sciences, for example, will be able to work in the Faculty of Health Sciences to consider strategies for creating 
a healthy region, and students in the Faculty of Foreign Studies will be able to join with students in the Faculty of Medicine to 
study medical treatment as part of international tourism. Medical and health sciences students will be able to draw on the Faculty 
of Social Sciences to study the economy of medical treatment or to work with the Faculty of Foreign Studies to strengthen their 
foreign language skills. I look forward to seeing all the students grow and thrive in this verdant natural environment.”

In 2016, fi fty years after its establishment, Kyorin University is relocating its Faculty of Health Sciences, Faculty of Social 
Sciences, Faculty of Foreign Studies, and the Graduate Schools of Health Sciences and International Cooperation Studies from 
its Hachioji Campus to the new Inokashira Campus in the green, suburban Musashino area, closer in to the center of Tokyo.
  The new Inokashira Campus will be only a convenient ten-minute walk from the Mitaka Campus that is home to the Faculty 
of Medicine, Faculty of Health Sciences Department of Nursing (School of Nursing), Graduate School of Medicine, the Kyorin 
University Hospital operated by the Faculty of Medicine, and the Nursing School affi  liated with the Faculty of Medicine.
  This linkage of the new Inokashira Campus with the Mitaka Campus will strengthen opportunities for academic exchange 
among the medical and health sciences and the humanities and social sciences, permitting Kyorin University to put its 
strengths as a comprehensive institution of higher learning to best use in promoting education.

April 2016 – Inokashira Campus Opens

Gaze up above the front entrance of the Main Building and you will see, carved into the stone, three concepts in Latin that embody the spirit of the 
university – Truth, Goodness, and Beauty.
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1 A Kyorin Education, Marked by Ties between Medicine and Humanities
Three Faculties Relocate from Hachioji

“This relocation from the Hachioji Campus should bring the interchanges among these four faculties, including their academic 
interactions, even closer than before, giving each of them an even stronger, deeper educational foundation. Students from the 
Faculty of Social Sciences, for example, will be able to work in the Faculty of Health Sciences to consider strategies for creating 
a healthy region, and students in the Faculty of Foreign Studies will be able to join with students in the Faculty of Medicine to 
study medical treatment as part of international tourism. Medical and health sciences students will be able to draw on the Faculty 
of Social Sciences to study the economy of medical treatment or to work with the Faculty of Foreign Studies to strengthen their 

among the medical and health sciences and the humanities and social sciences, permitting Kyorin University to put its 

President Yutaka Atomi
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Applying the concept that “a good environment nurtures good people,” the Inokashira Campus was designed along 
the lines of traditional campuses in Europe and the United States. The campus includes two open areas for relaxation. 
  Building exteriors are covered in brick tile, to give both dignity and warmth. The front of the Main Building, the 
symbol of the institution, is lent an imposing air by the beautiful white granite pillars.

Introduction to Campus Facilities

① A Faculty of Health Sciences West Building
② B Faculty of Health Sciences East Building
③ C Center Building · Library
④ D Faculty of Social Sciences · Faculty of Foreign Studies West Building
⑤ E Faculty of Social Sciences · Faculty of Foreign Studies East Building
⑥ F Faculty of Medicine · Student Center Building

⑦ Main Gate
⑧ Courtyard
⑨ Bus terminal

 (Pictured after completion)
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LibraryLibraryLibrary

Lecture HallsLecture HallsLecture Halls
The campus has three large lecture halls. The third fl oor lecture hall in the Faculty of Medicine · Student 
Center Building can accommodate 240.
  The lecture halls have three blackboards that can move vertically as well as three projectors and three 
screens, making the contents of the lectures easily available to all. 
  The interiors of all Inokashira Campus buildings support IT educational activities, including provisions for 
wireless local area networks.

Keeping in mind the long hours that students may spend studying here, the interior uses wood and other 
natural materials and offers comfortable chairs. The second floor offers group study rooms and seminar 
rooms in a Learning Commons, a new type of study area that supports students’ self-directed studies.
  The third and fourth fl oors off er reading and bookshelf areas. The reading areas are perfect for the students’ 
individual studies, giving a choice of individual booths or reading tables.
  Each fl oor also provides a refreshment corner, glassed off  from the other library areas.

Lecture Halls 
⑥ F Faculty of Medicine · 
      Student Center Building

Library 
③ C Center Building · Library
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Cafeteria Cafeteria Cafeteria Cafeteria Cafeteria 

Multi-Purpose Space
Multi-Purpose Space
Multi-Purpose Space

PlazaPlazaPlaza

Cafeteria 
⑥ F Faculty of Medicine · 
      Student Center Building

A cafeteria seating approximately 440 is on the first floor of the Faculty of Medicine ·  Student Center 
Building.
  The interior is decorated in wood and soft tiles and uses modern wooden tables and chairs with a natural 
fi nish, to give an atmosphere of warm colors and hand-made attention to the furnishings.
  Adjacent to the cafeteria is a 120 m2 retail shop.  

International communication facilities are on the second fl oor of the 
Faculty of Medicine · Student Center Building, a location perfect for 
interaction with the university’s international students which includes 
the Plaza, the English and Chinese Salons, and a writing center.
  Such facilities on the Hachioji Campus are currently actively used 
by many students. The same facilities on the Inokashira Campus are 
designed to make them easily available to even more users.

Just in front of the large lecture hall on the third fl oor of the 
Faculty of Medicine ·  Student Center Building is an expansive 
multi-purpose space for a variety of activities.
  Desks and chairs are provided for study, and the projector and 
screen installed here also make this area excellent for various 
events.

International Communication Floor
⑥ F Faculty of Medicine · Student Center Building

Multi-Purpose Space  
⑥ F Faculty of Medicine ·  Student Center Building

Current Plaza
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A New Campus – and a New Era in Kyorin Education

Helping You Find and Develop Your Full Potential

Finding Your Ideal “You” 
and Becoming That “You”

Education of Individuals to Be 
Active Locally and Internationally

Faculties Closer Together Mean 
a Wider World of Learning

So that you can use your time at Kyorin to discover the right path 
in life for you, and then equip yourself with the tools you need 
to walk that path, we off er the support you need for your studies 
and student life. 

Kyorin lets you learn on a variety of levels through study of the 
regional community and through a wide range of research and 
volunteer opportunities at home and abroad. Your studies here 
give you abilities and the chance to apply them.

Kyorin’s merits as a comprehensive institution of higher education 
become all the more effective since you are not limited to your own 
major, but can draw on other faculties as well.

A Word of Self-Introduction from the Faculties

Medicine

Health Sciences

Social Sciences

Foreign Studies

Using the strengths of a comprehensive university to turn out doctors who know medicine and also have wide-ranging knowledge 
and interests. With an eye on the growing internationalization of medicine, we emphasize small-group study of English.

We apply the advisor system throughout, and educators offer personalized support from entry through and even beyond 
graduation. We take pride in our 100% pass rate in national qualifying exams for nurses, clinical engineers, and physical 
therapists, as well as high pass rates for demanding specialized qualifi cations.

In the freshman year, we off er a variety of introductory courses to guide you to your specialty. Even those without a clear goal 
for the future can discover who they want to become and start on practical specialized studies from their second year.

In addition to small-group learning, we off er academic advisors who can provide close support to individual students’ studies 
and activities. More and more students are taking advantage of multifaceted programs for study abroad.
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Getting to Know the Neighborhood
The Inokashira Campus is in the city of Mitaka, neighboring towns such as Musashino and Chofu.
  There is no shortage of things to see and do within walking distance, including the abundant nature of Musashino, a variety of 
cultural facilities, and the bustling neighborhoods of Kichijoji and Mitaka Stations. You can set out on foot to explore to your 
heart’s content.

National Astronomical Observatory ② Mitaka streetlight 　
　 with literary quote

Mitaka’s Museo d’Arte Ghibli

Jindai Botanical Gardens

 Yuzo Yamamoto Memorial Museum

Path in Inokashira Park near baseball fi eld Mitaka City Arts Center 

 Around Mansuke Bridge

© Museo d'Arte Ghibli

Photo©Tokyo Metro. Park Assn.Dondon Bridge Kichijoji Station

Sengawa Station

Mitaka Station Kichijoji Station
JR Chuo Line

Inokashira Line

Keio Line

Inokashira Campus

Mitaka Campus
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Kyorin University
Facebook
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Mitaka Station Kichijoji Station

Chofu Station Sengawa Station

JR Chuo Line

JR Chuo Line

Inokashira Line

Keio Line

M
itaka Dori

Kichijoji Dori

Hitomi Kaido

Tohachi Doro

Chuo Expressway

Inokashira Park

●Ghibli Museum, 
　Mitaka

Kyorin Daigaku Byoin
 (Kyorin University Hospital) 
bus stop

Haijima Station

Hachioji Station

JR Ome Line
Seibu Haijima
Line

Okutama bypass

Tama River

Takiyama kaido

Chuo Expressway

Hachioji Interchange
Asakawa River

Tokyo Junshin University●

Soka University●

Kyorin Daigaku (Kyorin University) 
bus stop

Miyashita bus stop

411
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Mitaka Campus

Inokashira Campus

Hachioji Campus

Kyorin University Inokashira Campus
5-4-1 Shimorenjaku, Mitaka-shi, Tokyo 181-8612 JAPAN
PHONE +81-422-47-8000

Kyorin University Mitaka Campus
6-20-2 Shinkawa, Mitaka-shi, Tokyo 181-8611 JAPAN
PHONE +81-422-47-5511

Take Odakyu bus from Mitaka Stn. or Kichijoji Stn.       
(JR Chuo Line or Sobu Line)
Take Odakyu or Keio bus from Chofu Stn. or Sengawa 
Stn. (Keio Line)

ACCESS

Search for 


